Hamiltonian formalism (Hamilton, Il'inskii, Zabolotskaya, 1996) Velocity waveforms in solid:
Coupled spectral evolution equations:
1. Numerically solve linear problem for eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and small-signal wave speed c.
2. Construct nonlinearity matrix R mn .
3. Numerically integrate spectral evolution equations using a 4th order Runge-Kutta routine (∼200 harmonics). 
ATYPICAL ENERGY TRAPPING (continued)
Truncated system of evolution equations (no dissipation):
Boundary conditions:
Analytical solution: • Relationship between nonlinearity matrix and waveforms
• Analytical expression for shock formation distance
• Pulsed waveform modeling and experimental data comparison
• Investigation of other crystals besides cubic
NONLINEARITY MATRIX & LINEAR THEORY
The nonlinearity matrix is given by 
Solve Eq. (3) subject to the stress-free surface boundary condition 
This equation can be solved numerically.
